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WHAT PARTS OF A MEASURE'S SUPPORT ATTRACT ZEROS
OF THE CORRESPONDING ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS?

E. B. SAFF AND VILMOS TOTIK

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. It is proved that each "component" of the polynomial convex hull

of the support of the generating measure attracts zeros of the corresponding

orthogonal polynomials. On the other hand, an example is given showing e.g.

that mass points in the support need not attract zeros.

1. Results

Let p be a finite Borel measure on the complex plane C with compact

support Sip) := supp(/¿). By Q = í2(/¿) we denote the outer domain of Sip),

i.e. the unbounded component of C \ Sip) and by Pc(5'(Ju)) the polynomial

convex hull of Sip), i.e. Pc(S(/i)) = C \ Q. We assume that the support

of p consists of infinitely many points. Then we can form the orthonormal

polynomials
Pnip; z) = y„ip)zn + ■■■ ,        y„íp) > 0

with respect to p :

Pnip', z)Pmip; Z)dpiz) =ön,,

where ôn,m = I if n = m and ôn,m = 0 otherwise. It easily follows from the

orthogonality of these polynomials that the monic orthogonal polynomials

q„ip; z):= il j y „íp))pníp; z)

are the extremal polynomials for the minimization problem

( 1 ) min {l\P\2dp P(z) = z"+ ■••}.

Keeping this in mind it is reasonable to expect that the zeros of p„ are in some

sense close to the support of p so as to make the above integral as small as

possible. However, the simple example of linear Lebesgue measure on the unit

circle (in which case pníp; z) = z") shows that the zeros can stay far away
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from the support of the generating measure. So, in what sense does the support

attract zeros of the orthogonal polynomials?

It is easy to see that all zeros of p„ip ; z), n £ N are contained in the convex

hull of Sip), and it is also known that for any compact set V CO, the number

of zeros of pnÍP', z) on V is bounded as n —> oo (see [6] and the surveys

[2, 4]). Consequently, every weak* limit of the zeros (more precisely, of the

normalized counting measures on the zeros) is supported on the polynomial

convex hull Pc(S(¿¿)) of Sip).
This result tells us that the polynomial convex hull of the support of p at-

tracts most of the zeros of p„ÍP ; •) as n —► oo . But what about parts of the

support or parts of its polynomial convex hull? Our first result says that the

individual "components" of the polynomial convex hull must also attract zeros.

Theorem 1. Let y be a simple closed Jordan curve lying in Í2, and let G be its

interior. If Gil supp(/z) is an infinite set, then the number of zeros of p„ip ; •)

lying in G tends to infinity with n .

The proof also shows that if G n supp(/¿) consists of k < oo points, then

for large n the orthogonal polynomial p„ip; •) has at least k zeros in G. It

may have more, as is shown by the examples of even measures on the real line,

in which case the odd degree orthogonal polynomials are odd, so they have a

zero at the origin regardless of whether the origin belongs to the support of the

measure or not. However, we do not know any example in which a point outside

the polynomial convex hull attracts zeros of p„ip; •) for all large n (and not

just for odd «'s, as in the above example).

Let us immediately mention that the above theorem cannot be extended to

ensuring any density of the zeros inside y . In fact, the construction of [3, Theo-

rem 2.1.4] can be easily modified to yield the following: if S is any polynomially

convex compact subset of the plane, then there is a (discrete) measure p on S

such that if v is any probability measure with support in S, then for some in-

finite sequence A the zeros of the orthogonal polynomials {p„ip ; -)}n€N have

asymptotic distribution equal to v .

We have mentioned that the monic orthogonal polynomials minimize the

integral in ( 1 ), but this does not necessarily mean that parts of the support attract

zeros (only parts of its polynomial convex hull do so, according to Theorem 1).

Now what about large concentration of masses in the generating measure? For

example, does a point mass in p necessarily attract at least one zero of the

orthogonal polynomials? Our second theorem shows that in general nothing

similar to that can be claimed.

Theorem 2. Let p be the measure on the unit circle given by the density

1   . 2e
^-sin  -.
2n        2

If a is any measure with compact support in the open unit disk, then there is

a X > 0 such that with p = p + Xa all the zeros of the orthogonal polynomials

Pnip; •) approach the unit circle as n —► oo.

The last statement means that if R < 1, then for large n the polynomial

PnÍP', •) has no zero in AR := {z\ \z\ < R} . Note, however, that all the zeros

of PnÍP', ') must lie in the unit disk.   It is also easy to prove that the zeros
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of PnÍP', •) are asymptotically uniformly distributed (with regard to their argu-

ment).

If in Theorem 2 we choose a to be a discrete measure, then we get a p

for which mass points do not attract zeros of the corresponding orthogonal

polynomials. If we choose a to have infinite support, then Theorem 2 also

shows that the assumption y ç Q is essential in Theorem 1; it cannot be

replaced by y ç C \ supp(yu).

2. Proof of Theorem 1

Let us assume for an indirect proof that for some subsequence A of the natu-

ral numbers each of the polynomials p„ip; •), n £ N has exactly k < oo zeros

in G. We can assume that these zeros converge to some points Xx, ... , Xk £

GUy as n —► oo, n £ N. Let Vp^-.) be the measure that places mass 1/«

to each zero of p„ÍP', •) counting multiplicity (this is the so-called normalized

counting measure on the zeros), and let ynÍP) be the leading coefficient of

p„íp; •). By replacing A by a suitable subsequence, we can assume without

loss of generality that the sequences {uPit^..)}n^N and {ynip)x^"}n€N converge:

Vpndi;-) -*>v>        ynip)X/n^ec,      asn^oo,n£N,

where v is a probability measure with support in PciSip)), c £ R U {oo},

and the first convergence is understood in the weak* topology on measures. We

remark, that here c cannot be -oo (see e.g. [4, Corollary 2.4] or [3, Corollary

1.1.7]).
Suppose first that c < oo . For the logarithmic potential

Piv; z):= /log|j-— dvit)

of v , we know that

(2) c-piv; z)>0

for z e Q (see [3, (1.3.30) and Corollary 1.1.5]). By our assumption supp(i/)n

G = 0 , and so the left-hand side in (2) is harmonic in G. Furthermore

(3) lim      \p„ip; z)\l/n = expie-piv; z))
n—»cx>,  n€N

uniformly on compact subsets of G\ {Xx, ... , Xk} . The relations (2) and (3)

show that we must have

(4) c-pív;z) = 0     forz£Í3ñr)G)\{Xx,...,Xk},

otherwise the orthonormal polynomials p„ÍP', •) would have L2ip) norm

greater than 1 for large n £ N. By continuity this equality holds true for

all z £ 3D. n G except perhaps for those isolated points of Pc(5(/i)) that are

among the X,'s.

Now we distinguish two cases.

Case 1. GnInt(Pc(5'(/z))) = 0, where Int means the two-dimensional interior

of the set in question. Then (2) is true for all z £ G, so from (4) and the

minimum principle for harmonic functions we can conclude

(5) c-pív; z) = 0
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in G. But here the left-hand side is harmonic in Q, so from (5), (2), and

G n Q / 0, we can derive (5) for all z £ Q which is clearly impossible.

Case 2. G n Int(Pc(S(/i))) = 0 . On the boundary of the set G n Int(Pc(5(/¿)))
we have (5) (see (4)) from which we can deduce (2) for all z e Pc(S(/î)) n G

via the maximum principle (see also (2)). Hence, (2) holds for all z £ G and

the rest of the argument is the same as before.

Finally, if c = oo, then \p„ip ; z)\, n £ N is exponentially large in a neigh-

borhood of some Zfj £ Sip) r\G\ {Xx, ... , Xk} which is not possible, so this

case cannot occur.

The obtained contradictions prove Theorem 1.

3. Proof of Theorem 2

Without loss of generality we can assume that the measure a has total mass at

most 1. For clearer notation let us denote pnÍP', z) by <¡>H(z). These orthogonal

polynomials have been mentioned by P. Turan [5] and one can easily check from

the relations
( 0 if |/ - k\ > 1,

z'z~*dpiz) = \   1/2       if \l-k\ = 0,

1-1/4     if|/-fc| = l,

that

/

2l + 2z + --- + jn+l)z" = 2in + l)z"+2-jn + 2)z"+l + 1

V(»+ !)(» +2)        "        v/(«+l)(« + 2)(l-z)2

2
+ r„iz),

V'(» + l)(« + 2)(l-z)2

where

|r„(z)| <5|z|"+1/|l-z|2     for|z|<l.

We also need the reciprocal polynomials

....        „.   /í\     ^in+l)-jn + 2)z + zn+2 2       "
<pjz) := z"(/)„    -    = 2    .- =-h r„iz),

" \z) ^in + l)in + 2)il-z)2       l-z

where

'^^(«+i)Ti-zi2 f°ri2i^-

If we write the monic polynomials

q„iz):=q„ip; z) = il/ynip))PniP ', z)

in the form

q„iz) = a„<t>„iz) + an-X<t>n-Xiz) + ■■■ + a0çio(z),

then a„ = l/y„ip) = \\/in + 2)/(« + 1), and from the orthogonality of q„ to

each <f>k , k < n , in L2ip) we get

ak = -X    qn<pk da.
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Hence

(6) Qniz) = j^Mz) - * f Q»it) (^faUi'Pkiz)) doit)

Here the reproducing kernel

n-l_

sn-xit, z) :=52<Mr)0*(z)
A:=0

has the representation (see [1, Lemma 1.10])

c       (t       s        <j>*nitWnjz) - tpnitWnjz)
Sn-\(t, Z) =-=-.

I — tz

Now it easily follows from our estimates on <f>„ and on <j>*, that the sequence

{s„-iit, z)}~, is bounded if t and z are restricted to a compact subset of the

open unit disk. Furthermore, if Ro < 1 is fixed then there exists a constant K0

(say, 5/(1 - jRo)2) with the following property: for every R < 1 there exists a

number nR such that independently of \t\ < Ro and \z\ < R, the inequality

(7) \Sn-iit, z)\ < Kon\4>niz)\

holds for all n > nR .

Let us now choose Rq so that the support of the measure a is contained in

the disk ARo := {z\\z\ < R0}. Then |s„_i(i, z)\ < Kx for t, z £ AR(¡ with
some constant Kx. Hence it follows from the representation (6) that

max |¿7„(z)| < max |<Mz)|/y„(/>) + XKX max |¿/„(z)|,
zeAÄ0 Z^AS0 zeA«o

and so, if X < l/2Kx , then

max n\q„iz)\ < 2 max n|c/>„(z)|/y„(/>) < K2,
z€AR() z^aR0

follows, where the constant K2 depends only on Ro ■

Now let R < 1 be arbitrary. Using (7), the preceding inequality, and once
again the representation in (6), we get for z £ AR and n > nR that

\nqn(z) - n<pniz)lynip)\ < XKoK2n\Mz)\ < 2XK0K2n\Mz)\lynip),

from which we can see that if X < l/4KoK2 and (pn(z) has no zeros in AR , then

the same is true of qn(z). But it is immediate from the explicit representation

of <f>n that it will not have zeros in AR for large n and this completes the

proof.
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